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European Civil Aviation Conference

• Support to development of a safe, secure and
sustainable European Air Transport

• 44 Member States



States' responsibilities for airspace use

International Civil Aviation law established by the

Convention on International Civil Aviation
(Chicago Convention)

signed on
4 December 1944



Chicago Convention

Article 1

• The contracting States recognize that every State has
complete and exclusive sovereignty over the airspace above
its territory.

Article 9
• Each contracting State may, for reasons of military necessity

or public safety, restrict or prohibit uniformly the aircraft of
other States from flying over certain areas of its territory.



Chicago Convention

Article 28
• Each contracting State undertakes, so far as it may

find practicable, to provide, in its territory, airports,
radio services, meteorological services and other air
navigation facilities to facilitate international air
navigation, in accordance with the standards and
practices recommended or established from time to
time, pursuant to this Convention…



Aeronautical Information

• Information regarding the use of airspace is
contained in a publication called Aeronautical
Information Publication (AIP).

• Any change concerning the conditions or change of
aeronautical facilities, services, procedures or
hazards shall be made public by member States
through a timely published Notice to Airmen
(NOTAM).



States’ responsibility

• On the basis of the Chicago Convention ICAO
Member States are responsible for safe operations in
their airspace.

• They shall provide aeronautical information and air
navigation services and can (and must) limit the use
of their airspace (in some areas and in/or altitude) in
order to ensure continuous safe operations.



NOTAMS

According to Annex 15 of the Chicago Convention:

• A NOTAM shall be originated and issued promptly
whenever the information to be distributed is of a
temporary nature and of short duration or when
operationally significant permanent changes, or
temporary changes of long duration are made at
short notice, except for extensive text and/or
graphics.



Who is responsible for issueing a NOTAM?

A NOTAM shall be issued by:
• The ICAO Contracting State responsible for the use of

its airspace
• Any other Contracting State on the basis of the

available information



Sharing of  information on overflights in
conflicting zones

ICAO Task Force on Risks to Civil Aviation arising from
Conflicting Zones established on 4 August 2014:

• How to collect and share information relevant to
safety and security?
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